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Economic Sense - Thirty-First Edition
A Bold Reform Proposal to Save
Aerospace (and Other Manufacturing) Jobs

Bottom line up front:
Washington needs to act now to preserve the future of

aerospace (and other manufacturing) in our state. Waiting
until the Legislature meets in January will be too late.
It’s expected Boeing will soon announce the future
production location of its 787 jetliner. The decision could
affect tens of thousands of high-paying jobs in our region.
News reports already point to South Carolina as the
company’s choice.
Rather than sit idly, Washington should put its best foot
forward by reducing its manufacturing tax rate to 0%.
A 0% manufacturing tax rate would likely permanently
secure the future of the aerospace industry in our state. The
policy also would be a much-needed boost to the nearly
200,000 non-aerospace manufacturing jobs in Washington,
which have suffered a 20% job decline in the 21st century.

To ensure the state budget is not adversely affected, this
proposal would impose sales tax on legal services in
Washington. The net fiscal impact (0% manufacturing tax,
impose sales tax on legal services) would amount to a wash.
So, the policy question:
Is it better to impose a tax rate on a declining manufacturing
industry and see our state's largest employer move tens of
thousands of high-paying family wage jobs out of the state,
while keeping legal services free of sales tax? Or is it better
to tax legal services and eliminate the business tax on
manufacturers throughout the state?
This is the opportunity before us. And this is the choice.

A.

Boeing & Its Washington Workforce are an
Irreplaceable State Treasure

For a visual depiction of the hollowing-out of the working class, look no
further than the map below. It shows the largest employer in each state.
In 21 states, Walmart is the largest employer. In all but five states the largest
employer is either Walmart, a health-care system (which have been
consolidating greatly in recent years), or a university.
Washington is one of those exceptions. Our largest employer is Boeing,
which also pays employees an average of over $100,000 a year.

We are incredibly fortunate.
We are the aerospace capital of the world, a position that brings tens of
billions of dollars to our state and supports hundreds of thousands of jobs
when the multiplier effect is taken into account. The industry and its
workforce are a true blessing to our state.

B.

Non-Aerospace Manufacturing Employment Has
Declined by Over 40,000 Jobs in the 21st Century
(Pre-Pandemic)

The chart below depicts 21st-century job growth in Washington. The figures
are through January 2020, thus they don't reflect the job losses from the
pandemic. In the 21st century, nearly every industry has seen sizable
employment growth. The one industry with net job losses? Manufacturing.

And those job losses are exclusively in the non-aerospace sector. Entering
2020, aerospace employment remained at roughly the same 90,000-job
level it entered the century with. The decline has been in all other
manufacturing sectors, with a net total of over 43,000 jobs -- or 20% -- lost.
In 2017 legislators gave strong approval to a bill to gradually lower the
non-aerospace manufacturing tax rate until it matched the aerospace rate.
Unfortunately, the governor vetoed this important reform, which was
expected to stem the decline of jobs in the non-aerospace sector.
Fortunately, many of the 33 senators and 83 representatives who voted yes
on SB 5977 are still serving in the Legislature and have another opportunity
to offer tax relief to manufacturing, at a time when it would be even more
meaningful.

C.

Manufacturing Jobs Typically Among Highest Paying
in Community

Statewide, in 2018, manufacturing jobs paid 126% of the average state wage.
The average manufacturing job salary in the state? Nearly $75,000.

D. A Simple Policy Choice: Tax Legal Services or
Manufacturers?
Eliminating the manufacturing B&O tax would mean an estimated loss of
around $500 million of revenue per biennium to the state budget. (That
figure includes tax revenue from aerospace manufacturing; if Boeing moves
787 production entirely out of state, it will become sizably smaller.)
What is a better tax policy that could replace those revenues, while still
stimulating manufacturing growth and employment in our state?
The answer: Imposing sales tax on legal services.
Our state already imposes sales tax on a variety of services, including
construction, physical fitness, tattoo parlors, and tanning salons.
The Department of Revenue estimates the sales tax on legal services would
increase state revenues around $500 million per biennium, enough to
essentially offset the cost of the 0% manufacturing B&O tax policy.

Conclusion
In what has been an incredibly trying year, the Legislature is
confronted once again with a historic opportunity to make a real
difference in the lives of Washingtonians.
We must contend with the fact that Boeing’s impending
announcement about 787 production may cost tens of thousands of
aerospace employees their livelihoods, with trickledown impacts that
affect communities throughout the state.

Rather that sit by idly, we have the power to do something toward
saving aerospace jobs in our state and stemming the tide of
non-aerospace manufacturing jobs losses as well.
In this moment, the citizens of our great state deserve bold and
decisive action and leadership from the Legislature. There is a better
way. We should take it.

